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 ‘Due to the favorable geographical location of the Netherlands - in combination 
with the highly educated workforce, the good infrastructure and the necessary 
experience with complex logistic processes - the Netherlands has developed into 
one of the most important gateways in Europe. The import and export of goods 
via Dutch international seaports and airports is so great that its effect on the 
trade balances of the Netherlands and other European countries is known as the 
'Rotterdam effect' 

• Re-export of goods is the most important effect of this.
"If these goods are (temporarily) owned by a Dutch company during their stay in 
the Netherlands, we speak of "re-export".

• Internationaliseringsmonitor 2018-1: “De positie van Nederland”  (p.77)
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Weight re-export goods: 108 million ton
Added value re-export: 
29 billion euro (2013)

Bron: CBS Bron: CBS

 "Re-export" is referred to by CBS as "Rotterdam effect“: also ‘transit’ included.

Added value: difference between re-export and re-import:
in 2017: 206.4-176.0 = 30.4 billion euros (2016: 30.0 billion, excluding indirect effects).
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Dominant Dutch re-export destinations Dominant Made in Holland destinations

Bron: CBS: Internationaliseringsmonitor 2018 Bron: CBS

• Dutch re-export to UK: 18.8 bln euro (2017)

• Dutch export ‘ Made in Holland’ to UK: 20.0 bln euro (2017)
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“Rotterdam-effect” also in Antwerp, 
Singapore, Hong Kong & Luxemburg

Growth XXL-warehouses cause ‘boom’ in 
investment in logistics real estate

Bron: Duprez & Dresse (2013) Bron: Savills (2018)

 "Re-exports" feature countries with major container ports, including Belgium, Singapore & Hong 
Kong

 Re-exports mainly take place outside Rotterdam: Noord-Brabant, Limburg: hotspots
 Internet-related re-export partly caused by the boom in XXL warehouses in our country
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Mainport Rotterdam: containers unloaded in the
Netherlands, 2017

Top 5 Logistics Hotspots
Groot-Rijnmond
Waterways
Railways
Trunk roads
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Re-export grows starts in late 1980s with
acceleration after 1992 

But also in 2002-2017 growth continues
and re-exports value doubles

Bron: CPB (2007) Bron: CBS (2018)

 "Re-exports": strong relation with "Europa 1992“

From 2012 onwards, the re-export value has been flattened in the Netherlands

Growth reasonably in line with Dutch exports in 2002-2017

Export of goods (excl. Energy)
Re-export
Made in Holland

Development of Dutch trade in goods since 2002

Total 
import

Total 
export

Export ‘Made in 
Holland’

Re-
export
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Share re-exports grows from 2.0 to 3.8% 
of GNP

Economic impact re-export shows 
structural growth

Bron: CBS (2016)

 Growth re-export flattens, but share in Dutch economy still growing

 Growth also after the crisis .

Bron: CBS (2016)

Contribution re-export of goods to GNP
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Research: “Characteristics of re-export companies”: CBS / CPB (2012)

Greater importance of Dutch re-exports than other countries (p.8):

Geography: "Re-exports are typically something for small seaside countries with large 
neighboring countries“

Infrastructure: “Rotterdam has excellent coastal shipping connections and offers 
unrestricted access to the largest ships in the world. 

The quality of infrastructure that connects Rotterdam with the hinterland is high. 
”Schiphol also plays a role.”

Skills and interest: "The Netherlands has gained a lot of experience in the past 
centuries with complex international trade flows and logistics processes“

Preconditions: Varied range of high-quality technologies to ensure optimum logistics.
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 Research: “Characteristics of re-export companies”: CBS / CPB (2012)

 Total Dutch exports have been growing rapidly since 1993:
 Strong growth in sales markets (BRICs)

 European economic integration, enlargement of the EU and EMU

 Declining transaction costs

 Increasing fragmentation of global production processes

 Why is re-export growing faster than total exports since 1993? (p.9-10)
 Legislation in favor of re-export: eg transfer of VAT

 Containerization: Rotterdam has benefited greatly from the worldwide growing use of freight 
containers for overseas transport and transfer of goods to be traded.

 Shifts in world trade: outsourcing to Asia

 Further improvement of the infrastructure: Betuwe line, Portbase, robotisation ECT, ECT offers 
services aimed at re-export (extended gates).
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Earnings re-export of goods
Share added value from re-exports in 

regional product

Bron: CBS (2013)

 Wholesale is by far the sector with the highest earnings related to re-exports; logistics is 
lagging behind

 Rijnmond and the Haarlemmermeer are the most important regions

Bron: CBS (2016)
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Main destinations for Dutch re-exports Main goods categories Dutch re-exports

Bron: CBS (2018)

 Dutch re-exports strongly focused on a limited number of countries.
 Poland and the Czech Republic are strong growth countries
 Also concentrated composition of goods: high-tech and mineral fuels
 Fruit (avocados and grapes) growing strongly.

Bron: CBS (2018)
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 Total value added re-export starting point: 27.4 billion euros = Rotterdam effect. Why 
don't we attribute that entire effect to Mainport Rotterdam?

 According to CBS, a quarter of this (6.9 billion euros) is being realized in Rijnmond and is 
for a large part in the Port Monitor. 

 Port monitor states that the Wholesale Trade is good for a direct port-related added 
value of 1.3 billion euros in 'Rijn- and Maasmond' (incl. Indirectly 2.0): a very large part is 
therefore not included, but could be part of manufacturing.

 Manufacturing has a total direct added value of 6.9 billion euros in total, including 
indirectly 10.7 billion. Would re-exports represent 40% of this?

 Schiphol is also good for an added value of around 6 billion: but many warehouses in the 
vicinity of Schiphol are seaport-related instead of airport-related (for example Inditex).

 Attributing half of the total added value to Mainport Rotterdam therefore seems a safe 
approach, taking into account double counting and Schiphol
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The Council has decided to remove a few sentences from the publication "Mainports beyond" (1 July 2016). 
These changes have been made in the digital version and in the English translation of part 1.
This concerns the sentences in section 2.1 at the bottom of page 11 of the printed version and at the top right 
of page 10 in the digital version of the advice:
“The relative added value of the port of Rotterdam has fallen since 2000. With its direct and indirect activities 
in 2015, the port of Rotterdam has a 3.1% share in the GDP of the Netherlands (Van der Lugt et al., 2015) 
where the same port contributed 6% in 1992 (Koppenol, 2015). The direct and indirect added value of Schiphol 
was 9 billion euros in 2015, a share of 1.4% of GDP (Decisio, 2015). "
and the last sentence of paragraph 1.4 in part 2:
"Moreover, the relative contribution of the port of Rotterdam has declined over time, as paragraph 2.1 in Part 1 
makes clear."
In the percentage of 6% for 1992 mentioned by the Rli, the forward effects appear to have been included, while 
this is not the case for the aforementioned percentage of 3.1% of 2015. The relative added value of the port of 
Rotterdam has not decreased but remained about the same.

The change has no influence on the conclusions and recommendations of this Rli recommendation.



Mainport Rotterdam: within borders mulicipality

 “Container mainport ”(1980s): market share in container trades & connectivity

 "Mainport Rotterdam" (early 90s): node and location function

 Earning power of Rotterdam port in billions of euros
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Rotterdam municipality 2002 2017

Directe added value 8,0 13,4

Indirect added value (backwards) 4,1 6,8

Added value multiplier 1,48 1,50

Total added value 13,0 20,1

Share the Netherlands 2,6% 2,7%

Bron: Havenmonitor



Mainport Rotterdam: port-cluster

 “Container mainport" (1980s): market share in container trades & connectivity

 "Mainport Rotterdam" (early 90s): port node and location function port

 “Mainport Rotterdam” (mid-90s): port as a cluster (Peter de Langen)

 Earning power Rotterdam port cluster in billions of euros
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Rotterdam port cluster 2002 2017

Direct added value 10,9 18,0

Indirect added value (backwards) 5,7 9,2

Added value multiplier 1,52 1,51

Total added value 16,6 27,2

Share the Netherlands 3,4% 3,7%

Bron: Havenmonitor



Mainport Rotterdam: inclusief “Rotterdam-effect”

 “Container mainport" (1980s): market share in container trades & connectivity

 "Mainport Rotterdam" (early 90s): port node and location function port

 "Mainport Rotterdam" (mid 90s): port as a cluster

 "Mainport Rotterdam" including "Rotterdam effect": forward economic effect

 Earning power Rotterdam port cluster in billions of euros
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Rotterdam cluster including ‘Rotterdam-effect’ 2002 2017

Direct added value 11,7 18,0

Indirect added value (backwards) 5,8 9,2

“Rotterdam-effect”: total added value 6,0 14,8

Total added value 23,5 42,0

Share the Netherlands 4,7% 5,7%

Bron: Notteboom 2013
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High-quality port-related maritime employment is only for certain activities 
included in the Port Monitor. 

Urban employment consists of four main segments:

Maritime busines services: 19,941 employees (Source: municipality of Rotterdam)

Commodity traders: 1,601 employees (Source: municipality of Rotterdam)

Shared service centers: 3,000 employees (own estimate based on inventory)

High-quality knowledge workers (engineering firms, software developers, scale-
ups): 4,500 employees (own estimate based on inventory)

A large share: indirect employment: backwards services for direct activities 

Estimation: 18,400 employees, average added value per employee: 115 thousand 
euros

Total earning capacity: 2.3 billion euros (+ indirectly: 1.3 billion euros) = 3.6 billion



Mainport: including “Rotterdam. Maritime Capital of Europe”

 “Mainport Mainport”(early 90s): port node and location function port

 "Mainport Rotterdam" (mid 90s): port as a cluster

 "Mainport Rotterdam" including "Rotterdam effect": forward effects

 "Mainport Rotterdam" including port-related urban services
Earning power Rotterdam port cluster in billions of euros
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Rotterdam cluster  inclusief stad 2002 2017

Direct added value 11,7 18,0

Indirect added value (backwards) 5,8 9,2

“Rotterdam-effect”: total added value 6,0 14,8

Rotterdam. Maritime Capital of Europe 1,1 2,3

Rotterdam. Maritime Capital of Europe: indirect 0,6 1,3

Total added value 25,2 45,6

Share in the Netherlands 5,0% 6,2%

[a] Schatting gebaseerd op Dailiani & Jacobs (2017), [b] O.b.v. Gemeente Rotterdam (2018), eigen schatting 



Earning capacity Mainport Rotterdam as a share of the Dutch 
economy increased in the period 2002-2017

 Conservative: can be significantly "stretched" towards 10% (Maritime Cluster total)

 To what extent does this growth continue towards the future?

 Five segments:
 Rotterdam container complex and other transshipment

 Chemistry, petroleum and energy: the focus of industry

 Maritime manufacturing industry

 Urban employment

 Development “Rotterdam effect”
30

Rotterdam cluster  inclusief stad 2002 2017

Mainport Rotterdam: municipality 2,6% 2,7%

Mainport Rotterdam: cluster Havenmonitor) 3,4% 3,7%

Mainport Rotterdam including “Rotterdam-effect” 4,7% 5,7%

Mainport Rotterdam including city 5,0% 6,2%



Rotterdam container complex: stable development expected
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Bron: Havenbedrijf Rotterdam
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Growth Dutch imports from Eastern Europe are growing 
faster than imports from China. Watch East Asia!
Trade growth 2010-2017, selected regions, in billion euros
Region IMPORT EXPORT

2010 2017 growth 2010 2017 growth

Global 331.9 408.9 23.2% 371.5 467.4 25.8%

Top 3 Western-Europea 95.4 113.5 19.0% 152.4 183.8 20.6%

Top 3 Eastern-Europe b 11.3 15.7 38.9% 15.0 22.3 48.7%

China 31.0 36.1 16.3% 5.4 11.3 209.3%

Other Asiac 2.6 9.0 343.6% 1.4 3.2 228.6%

a.: germany, France, UK
b.: Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary
c.: o.a. Vietnam, Filippines, Indonesia, etc.
Source: CBS (Statline)



Future oil/energy/chemicals: negative growth expected
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Bron: Wuppertal Institut, 2016





“Rotterdam-effect”: no growth
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Belt & Road Initiative: Go West! & groei 
in Oost-Europa

Groei perifere havens

Bron: Notteboom, 2018

 China is developing the West, in Europe Eastern Europe is growing relatively fast

 Belt & Road reinforces geographical shifts: Eastern Europe, near-sourcing

 Investments in port projects by China in Europe are remarkable
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ROTTERDAM. MARITIME CAPITAL OF EUROPE

MISSION:
A regional network spanning the total maritime 
cluster for the development, strengthening and 
profiling of Rotterdam as the maritime capital of 

Europe. 



ROTTERDAM. MARITIME CAPITAL OF EUROPE

Economic Impact:
- added value: 20 billion euro 

- employment: 185,000 
- 4,375 maritime businesses

..and growing!





Rotterdam Maritime Capital of Europe
Maritime and port related education infrastructure


